Building a FSE Field Hospital
Hi. Would you like to help us build a Spiritual Field Hospital?
Pope Francis offered this image, 'I see the church as a field hospital after battle.
The thing the church needs most today is the ability to heal wounds and to warm
the hearts of the faithful.' It seemed like a good idea to try and do this amid the
Cor19 virus world we find ourselves in.
So we have created a Field Hospital of hospital departments and Ignatian spiritual
exercises for those who, in lock down, illness or serving the sick, need critical help
and healing now. I attach an introduction which shows you the hospital plan, which
includes admissions, triage, emergency and critical care, first aid, coronary care,
immunology, recovery, and so on.

The first set of these exercises is now ready. I have two invitations for you:
The first invitation is to receive one of these spiritual exercises weekly over the
coming months - for your own prayer and for you to mail on to others who may
need them. If you wish this, do nothing and remain on this list. If you do not wish
this, please unsubscribe from this list.
The second invitation is to send you a dropbox link with the whole hospital to date,
thirty exercises in eight departments. This option is if you desire, and are able, to
build a spiritual field hospital in your own organisation, church, community or
ministry. So rather than us, the FSE ministry, setting up one hospital, you offer the
same field hospital exercises in whatever way you desire by mail or internet. You
can give them at need, or in evenings, or retreats, whatever best suits the people
you can reach. So together we build many field hospitals on many front lines.
I retain the copyright, but with the need as great as it is, I offer them to you and
yours freely, in the hope that you can pray them, give them to others and ripple
them out into the community. This may be locally or to anywhere in the world.
Others are using mail outs or recording them and putting them on YouTube. If you
desire to be a co-worker in this field hospital ministry with us, email me directly with
your desire to do so, and I will mail you the link.
To conclude with Pope Frances who says of this time, 'Take care of the now, for
the sake of tomorrow. Always creatively, with a simple creativity, capable of
inventing something new each day'.
I hope you are well and of good spirits in this testing but creative time,
Fr Michael Hansen SJ
Introduction to FSE Field Hospital
.https://mcusercontent.com/75fd6f8cf8deaab17d0961da5/files/e34a8bb6-76c64d43-82c2-52fd7fbb000b/Introduction_Field_Hospital_u.pdf
Welcoming. https://mcusercontent.com/75fd6f8cf8deaab17d0961da5/files/2220e95
0-e0f4-4027-a78d-7a2230e5a418/Welcome_Field_Hospital_u.pdf

Protecting. https://mcusercontent.com/75fd6f8cf8deaab17d0961da5/files/6c2a143
5-8d06-4938-bc9f-e6e427ab2a06/Protecting_You_Field_Hospital_u.pdf
Courageous. https://mcusercontent.com/75fd6f8cf8deaab17d0961da5/files/614d50
8a-6bc5-4e95-a1c7-dce94de9354b/Take_Courage_Field_Hospital_u.pdf
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